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Ilios Cable Guide (Ray) and Drop Arm (Wing) Design Patented Awnings
The Expression of Passion & Innovation using a round profile that allows for both a screen or drop arm application.
Winner of the 2012 Red dot design award, ILIOS is the
new ShadeLAB superstar in the drop awning sector.
Clean, Elegant, technologically innovative, with excellent
performance and wide installation variants, it is the
expression of the ShadeLAB team passionate work!
ILIOS is available in 4 different versions to better suit private and
commercial applications: with full housing or open-roll with
only brackets, with steel cable guides or with tensioned arms.
ShadeLAB vocation for research and testing has enabled it to
engineer a unique solution in the market, particularly apt for
WING and RAY versions: a terminal bar that perfectly integrates
inside the box, always enabling a hermetic (completely sealed
and watertight) enclosure. ILIOS can be installed on the wall and
ceiling and offers a great advantage: maintenance and change of
fabric/motor can be removed without uninstalling the awning.
Thanks to the practical SMART-BOX system, the front cover can
be removed quickly and effortlessly. There are no visible screws

which provide a clean and elegant design. The maximum size of
the awning with acrylic fabric is 16'5" (197") width with 9'10" (118")
height, while with screen fabric it can reach a 14'9" (177") height.
Standard Frame colors available for the Ilios are White Sable,
Anthracite, & Corten - all finishes are matte.
Complete line of awning fabrics available, featuring our Para
Tempotest line of 100% acrylic awning material.
The Ilios is a patented system.
Standard Frame Color Options
(all 3 are matte finish)
*these are printed images of the finish & should
not be used for final production specifications.
*RAL custom frame colors are available at an upcharge.
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